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The Corbus Advantage

40% increase in
on time delivery

60% decrease in
vendor base

3% to 6% annual
cost deflation

20% reduction in
cycle time

70% reduction in
period of supply

15% to 20%
increase in
operational
efficiencies

Corbus’ strategic sourcing and procurement solutions are tailored to your unique needs to help drive
cost savings, increased efficiency, and improved compliance. We actively engage client stakeholders,
addressing complex challenges. All of our service solutions can be custom configured to fit each client’s
existing processes, organization, and technology infrastructure.
Strategic Sourcing Services: Corbus uses best-in-class
Procurement Services: Corbus’ customized end-to-end
processes to help our clients reduce costs and drive
procurement services boost speed, accuracy, and efficiency
efficiency across both their direct and indirect
throughout our clients’ transactional operations.
spends. Our solutions boost profits through
Leveraging our global footprint, Corbus is able to
savings in product and operational costs,
effectively manage processes for requisition,
while improving speed and efficiency
delivery, invoicing, transaction, and order to
Inefficiencies
to deliver a whole new level of
cash across multiple regions.
in
your
supply
operational transparency and control.
Robotic Process Automation: Corbus
chain can increase
By identifying category specific
uses Robotic Process Automation to help
your operating
opportunities, we implement cost and
eliminate and automate dull repetitive
costs
by
up
to
process improvements throughout the
tasks. We drive efficiency, productivity,
15%.
supply chain. We identify unmanaged or
optimization, and speed while providing
wasteful spending, supporting your efforts
dramatic increases in accuracy, turn-around,
to eliminate all unnecessary costs.
and cycle time. From finance to procurement, IT to
human resources, wherever rule-based, non-subjective
processes are utilized, Corbus can help.

Corbus has been providing strategic sourcing and procurement services to Fortune 500 companies for
over 20 years. Utilizing our multi-shore delivery model, Six Sigma processes, and extensive category
knowledge at a local, regional, and global scale, we are able to drive significant cost reductions across
our clients’ spend.
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